Quality scalability is an important feature of image and video coding systems. In JPEG2000, quality scalability is achieved through the use of quality layers that are formed in the encoder through rate-distortion optimization techniques. Quality layers provide optimal rate-distortion representations of the image when the codestream is transmitted and/or decoded at layer boundaries. Nonetheless, applications such as interactive image transmission, video streaming, or transcoding demand layer fragmentation. The common approach to truncate layers is to keep the initial prefix of the to-be-truncated layer, which may greatly penalize the quality of decoded images, especially when the layer allocation is inadequate. So far, only one method has been proposed in the literature providing enhanced quality scalability for compressed JPEG2000 imagery. However, that method provides quality scalability at the expense of high computational costs, which prevents its application to the aforementioned applications. This paper introduces a Block-Wise Layer Truncation (BWLT) that, requiring negligible computational costs, enhances the quality scalability of compressed JPEG2000 images. The main insight behind BWLT is to dismantle and reassemble the to-be-fragmented layer by selecting the most relevant codestream segments of codeblocks within that layer. The selection process is conceived from a rate-distortion model that finely estimates rate-distortion contributions of codeblocks. Experimental results suggest that BWLT achieves near-optimal performance even when the codestream contains a single quality layer.
Introduction
Quality scalability is an important feature provided by modern image and video coding systems to allow the transmission and/or decoding of compressed codestreams at several bitrates without sacrificing coding performance. Quality scalability is key in applications like interactive image transmission, video streaming, or transcoding, among others. Commonly, it is achieved by means of the formation of successive layers of quality that, progressively decoded, provide optimal rate-distortion representations of the image.
JPEG2000 [1] is a prominent image coding standard that provides advanced features such as lossy and lossy-tolossless compression, random codestream access, and five different progression orders: scalability by quality, by spatial location, by resolution, and by component. To suit quality scalability requirements of applications, JPEG2000 permits the user to specify the layer allocation of the codestream. The density and bitrate distribution of layers are selected at encoding time, determining the rate-distortion optimality of the codestream [2] . It is important to construct codestreams containing a layer allocation that works well for most applications. Nonetheless, the practical use of quality layers must consider that, once the codestream is constructed, the layer allocation cannot be modified without the full reencoding of the image, or the use of computationally intensive techniques like for example [3] or [4] . If the codestream had an inadequate layer allocation, the quality of decoded images could be penalized by more than 10 dB, especially when insufficient quality layers are available (see Section 4) .
The high degree of flexibility provided by JPEG2000 is adjusted through several coding parameters that are all set at encoding time. For simplicity, applications and libraries commonly use the default parameters of the underlying JPEG2000 implementation. The layer allocation of most implementations, including Kakadu, JJ2000, Jasper, OpenJPEG, ECW, and LeadTools, constructs by default codestreams containing a single quality layer. Though single quality layer codestreams may be adequate for the basic requirements of applications, this default layer allocation may become inadequate when extended functionalities are required. Such a case is found, for example, in the medical environment. Before the advent of interactive image transmission, the main concern of medical institutions was to compress images losslessly, thus imagery compressed using single quality layer codestreams were sufficient. If these images need to be interactively transmitted in, for instance, current telemedicine environments, the lack of quality scalability becomes an unacceptable shortcoming. Another example is the compression and distribution of digital cinema, in which frames of a movie are compressed using single quality layer codestreams [5] . This restrains the real-time rendering, or the video streaming, of such movies in personal computers, or over the Internet, due to the lack of quality scalability. Functional changes in such environments may trigger important problems for the adequate manipulation of already compressed images. Reencoding is not a viable solution because of the large amount of data or, in some cases, due to limited computational resources. Hence, enhanced quality scalability for already compressed images is a need of pressing importance in environments that deal with JPEG2000 imagery. The purpose of this paper is to introduce a simple yet efficient strategy of quality layer truncation for JPEG2000 that, requiring negligible computational cost, can be employed in most applications to enhance the quality scalability of already compressed codestreams constructed through an inadequate layer allocation. A preliminary version of this work was presented at the Workshop on Scalable Coded Media Beyond Compression [6] . This paper extends that prior work with a better description, justification, and comparison between the proposed layer truncation and state-of-the-art methods. In addition, the research has been extended implementing the proposed strategy of layer truncation into interactive image and video transmission scenarios, which are niche applications of our method. This paper also contributes extensive experimental results considering computational costs, visual performance, and several configurations of quality layers allocation.
The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 overviews the JPEG2000 core coding system and reviews the stateof-the-art of layer formation and rate-distortion optimization. Section 3 introduces the proposed strategy of layer truncation, and Section 4 evaluates its performance in three applications that require enhanced quality scalability. The last section provides concluding remarks.
JPEG2000 Overview
2.1. JPEG2000 Core Coding System. The JPEG2000 core coding system (ISO/IEC 15444-1) is constituted by four main stages (see Figure 1 ): sample data transformations, sample data coding, rate-distortion optimization, and codestream reorganization. The first sample data transformations stage compacts the energy of the image through the Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT), and sets the range of image samples. Then, the image is logically partitioned into codeblocks that are independently coded by the sample data coding stage, also called Tier-1.
Tier-1 successively refines the coefficients' distortion by means of a fractional bitplane coder that encodes all coefficients of codeblock B i from the highest bitplane p = K i − 1 to the lowest bitplane p = 0, K i denoting the number of minimum magnitude bitplanes needed to represent all coefficients of B i . In each bitplane, Tier-1 carries out three subbitplane coding passes that are called Significance Propagation Pass (SPP), Magnitude Refinement Pass (MRP), and Cleanup Pass (CP). Each bit produced by the bitplane coder is encoded by the binary arithmetic coder MQ, which employs contextual information to adaptively encode input data. This encoding process produces a quality embedded bitstream for each codeblock that contains first the coding passes with the greatest distortion reductions, and that contains a large collection of potential truncation points (one at the end of each coding pass). The main purpose of the rate-distortion optimization stage is to optimally truncate and select those bitstream segments included in each layer while attaining target bitrates determined by the encoder. The first method to approach this problem in the context of JPEG2000 was the postcompression rate-distortion optimization (PCRD) introduced in [7] , which employs Lagrange optimization. Let R max denote the target bitrate for one layer, or for the final codestream, and let n j denote the potential truncation points of the bitstream produced for codeblock B i , with 1 ≤ j ≤ T i , T i denoting the number of coding passes of B i . For each codeblock, PCRD first identifies those truncation points lying on the convex hull, that is, those truncation points with strictly decreasing distortion-rate slope. If respectively, and considering only the truncation points lying on the convex hull, the set of truncation points that minimizes the overall image distortion can be determined through the Lagrange multiplier λ that minimizes the following expression yielding
Though R(λ) may not perfectly attain R max , close approximations are enough to achieve near optimal performance. Once bitstream segments included in each quality layer are selected, the codestream reorganization stage encodes auxiliary data needed to properly identify the content of quality layers through Tier-2 coding. The final codestream is organized in several containers that encapsulate and sort the bitstream segments of codeblocks. As Figure 3 depicts, containers within the codestream are closely related with the partitioning system defined by JPEG2000. First, the dyadic decomposition carried out by the wavelet transform produces a multiresolution representation of the image. Second, each resolution level is composed of three subbands, denoted as HL, LH, and HH, that contain low and high frequencies in the horizontal and vertical direction, respectively. The lowest resolution level (also referred to as LL subband) is the only resolution level that contains only one subband with low frequencies. As depicted in Figure 3 , the third image partition are precincts, which are defined as the same spatial region of all subbands within one resolution level. Finally, each precinct is subdivided in codeblocks. Data belonging to codeblocks within one precinct are coded in the smallest accessible container of the codestream, the packet. This sophisticated partitioning system is aimed to the rapid editing and management of the image in the compressed domain.
The progression order defines how packets are sorted in the final codestream. JPEG2000 defines 5 progression orders denoted as LRCP, RLCP, RPCL, PCRL, and CPRL. Characters L, R, C, and P stand for quality Layer, Resolution, Component, and spatial Position, respectively. The most common progression order is LRCP, in which the primary sorting directive is by quality. This means that all packets belonging to the first quality layer are situated at the very beginning of the codestream. After them, packets belonging to the second quality layer are included, and so on. Within each quality layer, packets are sorted by resolution level (second sorting directive), that is, first all packets belonging to precincts of the lowest resolution level are included, then those ones belonging to the second resolution level, and so on. Within each resolution level, packets are sorted by component (third sorting directive), and the last sorting directive is by position, which sorts packets depending on the spatial location. An illustrative example of the LRCP progression is depicted in Figure 3 . The remaining progression orders employ same principles as LRCP but directives are in different order.
Review of Layer Formation and Rate-Distortion Optimization.
Even though PCRD achieves optimal results in terms of rate-distortion performance, in some scenarios it cannot be applied as it was originally formulated due to restrictions inherent in applications, such as limited computational resources, and scan-based acquisition. Several alternatives to PCRD have been proposed in the literature, most of them focused on the reduction of the Tier-1's computational load that can be achieved when only those coding passes included in the final codestream are encoded. These methods might be roughly classified in four classes as characterized in [8] :
(1) the sample data coding and rate-distortion optimization is carried out simultaneously [9] [10] [11] ; (2) statistics from the already encoded codeblocks are collected to decide which coding passes need to be encoded in the remaining codeblocks [12, 13] ; (3) rate-distortion contributions of codeblocks are estimated before the encoding process [14] ; and (4) suitable step sizes for the wavelet subbands are determined before encoding [15, 16] . The complementary problem of the optimization of the bitrate for a target quality is addressed in [17, 18] , reducing the computational load of Tier-1 too. Specific techniques of rate-distortion optimization are also developed in scenarios such as scanbased applications [19] , the coding of hyperspectral data [20] , implementations of motion JPEG2000 [21] , and for images containing tiles [22] . Most of the proposed methods of rate-distortion optimization can be employed to allocate successive layers of quality at increasing bitrates. The most common strategy for the layer allocation is to distribute layers in terms of bitrate through a uniform or a logarithmic function [1, Chapter 8.4 .1], employing PCRD or derived approaches afterward. Another approach is to let the bitplane coder selfdetermine the layer allocation [23] , or to optimally allocate layers considering the expected multirate-distortion measure introduced in [2] .
Despite the use of different techniques to tackle the optimization problem, none of the aforementioned approaches can be directly applied to avoid loss when decoding, transmitting, or transcoding codestreams containing an inadequate layer allocation. The main difficulty to apply rate-distortion optimization once the codestream is constructed is that rate-distortion statistics collected during the encoding process are no longer available. More precisely, neither distortion-rate slopes nor truncation points of codeblocks are maintained in the final codestream because they are not needed for the decoding process. Thus, this information is disregarded to minimize the size of the codestream. Only some coders, like for example Kakadu, may record distortion-rate slope thresholds achieved at each quality layer in a COM marker of the codestream. Even so, when the layer is truncated, only the distortion-rate slope threshold for that layer is available, which reveals nothing with regard to individual distortion-rate slopes of coding passes and truncation points. The lack of ratedistortion statistics once the image is compressed prevents the use of classic rate-distortion optimization techniques. Though techniques to estimate distortion [24, 25] may aid transcoding procedures, their practical use require partial decoding of the codestream. To the best of our knowledge, only our previous work [4, 26, 27] addresses the lack of quality scalability of codestreams containing an inadequate layer allocation through models that characterize the ratedistortion contributions of codeblocks. The main idea behind that approach is to estimate distortion-rate slopes of coding passes without using distortion measures based on the original image, or related with the encoding process. Again, applicability of such approach is limited since lengths of individual coding passes are required, hence its use may compel partial decoding of the codestream. We recall that coding passes lengths are not commonly maintained in the codestream. They are only available when the restart coding variation [1, Chapter 12.4] is active. The restart coding variation is devised to allow intracodeblock parallelization for the bitplane coding, and for error resilience, hence its use may compel partial decoding of the codestream. Our objective is to truncate quality layers in the compressed domain, without needing to decode any part of the codestream.
Block-Wise Truncation of Quality Layers
Let a codestream primarily progressive by quality contain N quality layers allocated at bit-rates R L0 , R L1 , . . . , R LN−1 , with R Ll < R Ll+1 . When the codestream is truncated at quality layer boundaries R Ll , the decoded image is optimal in the rate-distortion sense. However, when the codestream needs to be truncated at bitrate R, with R Ll−1 < R < R Ll , the common approach of simply truncating layer L l by keeping the first R−R Ll−1 portion does not guarantee optimal decoding. None of the rate-distortion optimization methods and techniques employed during encoding time can be used once the codestream is already constructed, since neither the rate-distortion statistics collected during the encoding process, nor the lengths of individual coding passes are available.
The strategy of layer truncation introduced in this work only uses the auxiliary information included in packet headers. Packet headers, which are generated during Tier-2 coding, contain information regarding codeblocks. They include:
(1) whether or not the codeblock contributes to the quality layer, (2) number of included coding passes, Instead of truncating a quality layer by keeping its initial prefix, we propose a Block-Wise Layer Truncation (BWLT) that modifies the number of bytes included for each codeblock within the truncated layer. The key point of this method is to determine an adequate number of bytes to keep for each codeblock. The main insight to do so is to use the rate-distortion model deployed by the Coding Passes Interleaving (CPI) method [8, 26] , jointly with an estimation of the lengths of individual coding passes.
The main assumption behind CPI is that coding passes belonging to the highest bitplanes have greater ratedistortion contributions than coding passes belonging to the lowest bitplanes. More precisely, let us define a coding level C as the coding pass of all codeblocks of the image at the same level, defined as C = (p · 3) + t, with p standing for the bitplane, and t standing for the coding pass type with t = {2 for SPP, 1 for MRP, and 0 for CP}. Through this rate-distortion model, coding passes are included from the highest coding level to the lowest one until the target bitrate is achieved.
CPI was originally conceived to aid transcoding or decoding procedures, assuming that coding passes lengths are available. In the current framework, coding passes lengths are not available, so the efficiency achieved by the ratedistortion model relies, completely, on a precise estimation of the bitstream lengths generated for each coding pass. We have evaluated the relation between the coding pass order and the bitstream length for the images of the ISO 12640-1 corpus. To ease the visual interpretation, Figure 2 (a) depicts the average bitstream lengths of codeblocks with the same number of coding passes for the "Portrait" image, that is, codeblocks with the same number of coding passes are grouped in one plot. Both the coding pass length and coding pass order are normalized to the nominal range. Results suggest that all codeblocks have a similar relation between the coding pass order and the bitstream length, generating the shortest bitstreams for the first coding passes of the codeblock. Same results hold for all images of the corpus.
We model the relation between the coding pass order and the bitstream length according to the exponential function
which is defined in the range x = [0, 1], and fulfills f (0) = 0, f (1) = 1. As Figure 2 
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where R When the codestream has to be truncated to bitrate R, with R Ll−1 < R < R Ll , BWLT selects segments of bitstreams included in the to-be-truncated layer L l using the following procedure.
Algorithm 1 includes first the full content of layers L k , k < l in the final codestream. For the layer L l , BWLT selects coding passes from the highest coding level to the lowest coding level within L l (line 3). In each coding level, coding passes are selected from the lowest resolution level (i.e., subband LL), to the highest resolution level. If codeblock B i has a coding pass corresponding to the currently included coding level (line 7), the increment on the B i 's bitstream length for that coding pass is estimated according to expression (4) (line 8). If the bitrate of the final codestream R does not exceed the target bitrate R, that coding pass is included in the final codestream. The algorithm finishes execution when the bitrate for the final codestream is attained and, then, packet headers of the truncated layer L l are regenerated to adjust bitstream lengths of codeblocks.
Algorithm 1 uses a fixed scanning order to select codestream segments of codeblocks (loops of lines 3, 4, and 5). Our experience suggests that to modify this scanning order does not change results significantly since, in practice, the truncated layer L l includes segments of most codeblocks. This is caused due to the outer loop in line 3 that selects coding passes from the highest to the lowest coding level within L l , so small increments for all codeblocks are added progressively until the target bitrate is achieved. Figure 3 depicts an illustrative example of the layer truncation carried out by BWLT compared to the common approach of truncation by keeping the initial prefix.
For the sake of simplicity, throughout this section we have assumed that the base quantization step sizes, corresponding to bitplane p = 0, are chosen accordingly to the L 2 -norm of the DWT synthesis basis vectors of the subband. This orthonormalizes wavelet coefficients, which is a common practice in JPEG2000, hence coding levels are weighted according to the coding gain of the wavelet subband. When nonorthonormal filter-banks are employed, the number of coding passes of codeblocks must be multiplied by the energy gain factor of the subband to which they belong. This can be employed to weight coloured-transformed components, or for the JPEG2000 lossless mode.
The application of the BWLT strategy raises the issue of how the decoder deals with bitstreams truncated at any point rather than at the end of coding passes. The simplest and most effective strategy is to stop the decoding of the bitstream when the MQ decoder starts synthesizing FF's, which occurs when the bitstream terminates. Although this may cause the loss of the last coded coefficients, whether the bitstream is correctly truncated or not, experimental evidence suggests that these losses are in practice negligible. and evaluated in three different applications. The first application uses BWLT as a transcoder to generate, from an already compressed image, new codestreams with different sizes. All images of the ISO 12640-1 corpus are compressed to codestreams containing 1, 4, and 8 quality layers, distributing layers logarithmically spaced in terms of bitrate. Images are 8-bit gray-scale, size 2048 × 2560. Coding parameters are: JPEG2000 lossy mode, 5 levels of DWT, codeblock size 64 × 64. Then, BWLT is employed to generate-from the already compressed images-100 codestreams with target bitrates uniformly distributed between 0.01 to 4 bps. The BWLT strategy achieves same coding performance regardless of the progression order of the codestream. When layers are truncated through the common approach, the LRCP progression order is used to minimize the impact on coding performance. Figure 4 (a) depicts results obtained for the "Portrait" and "Cafeteria" images when BWLT is applied (dashed plot), and when the original codestreams are truncated by keeping the initial prefix (solid plot), which is the common approach. Results of Figure 4 (a) suggest that the BWLT strategy significantly enhances the coding performance of codestreams containing few quality layers, especially at low bitrates. Same results hold for the other images of the corpus.
Experimental Results

Transcoding and
It is worth noting that the selected layer allocation is the most adequate one in this context to benefit the performance of the common truncation. Other layer allocations, such as uniformly distributed layers in terms of bitrate, penalize more the coding performance of truncated codestreams. The common approach of layer truncation, for instance, requires 12 uniformly distributed quality layers or more to reach the performance that is achieved by BWLT when truncating 8 EURASIP Journal on Advances in Signal Processing codestreams containing a single quality layer. In general, the more inadequate the layer distribution, the more layers the common truncation requires to achieve competitive performance. BWLT achieves virtually the same performance regardless of the number of quality layers.
To assess the performance of BWLT when nonorthonormal filter-banks are employed, Figure 4 (b) depicts results obtained when transcoding the "Portrait" and "Cafeteria" images encoded using the JPEG2000 lossless mode. The JPEG2000 lossless mode employs the 5/3 Integer Wavelet Transform (IWT), and no quantization is performed on wavelet data, therefore, the coding pass order used by BWLT is multiplied by the energy gain factor of the subband. Results are similar to the ones achieved with the JPEG2000 lossy mode, suggesting that BWLT can be employed with nonorthonormal transforms.
Results of Figures 4(a) and 4(b) also hold when BWLT is employed to decode a portion of a codestream, rather than generating a new one. This may be useful, for example, in real-time video rendering applications with limited computational resources, in which the full decoding of the codestream might force subsampling.
Interactive Image Transmission.
The second application in which BWLT is applied is interactive transmission of JPEG2000 imagery. In this case, BWLT is implemented in the Kakadu server and client. The implementation of BWLT maintains compliance with the JPIP protocol (ISO/IEC 15444-9), which is supported in Kakadu. JPIP specifies a rich syntax to interchange JPEG2000 imagery over the network, and it is employed in several environments like remote sensing or telemedicine. In the server, the implemented BWLT strategy aids the procedure that extracts the window-ofinterest (WOI) requested by the client from the codestream. The WOI is delivered progressively so that it can be rendered at increasing quality at the client side.
The test used to evaluate the performance of BWLT employs an aerial image provided by the Cartographic Institute of Catalonia (8-bit gray-scale, size 7168 × 4096) that is encoded to codestreams containing 1, 4, 8, and 16 quality layers logarithmically spaced in terms of bitrate. The client requests a WOI of size 830 × 660, which is delivered in portions of 8 KB. Figure 5 depicts the quality of the decoded WOI when BWLT is applied, and when codestreams are truncated using the common approach. Results indicate that the BWLT strategy can improve the quality of the delivered WOI in more than 10 dB when few quality layers are available.
To better appraise the enhancement of BWLT over the common approach, Figure 6 depicts the WOIs decoded by BWLT and by the common truncation when 105 KB of data are transmitted from a codestream containing a single quality layer. BWLT significantly enhances the quality of the interactive transmission, enabling the transmission of codestreams that contain few quality layers.
Video Streaming.
The third application that may require enhanced quality scalability is video streaming. In the same framework of interactive transmission, BWLT is used to optimally truncate and transmit the codestreams belonging to the frames of a motion JPEG2000 sequence. A subsequence of the "Standard Evaluation Material" (StEM) video, provided by the Digital Cinema Initiatives Consortium, is selected and codestreams containing 4 and 12 quality layers logarithmically spaced in terms of bitrate are constructed. Frames #2700 through #2999 are selected. The frame size is 2048 × 857, 8-bit gray-scale versions are used. The performance of the BWLT strategy does not depend on the policy of video transmission, therefore, a constant bitrate policy is employed for simplicity. This policy delivers the same amount of bytes for all frames. The capacity of the channel is chosen as 440,000 bytes per second, and video is rendered at 10 frames per second. Figure 7 depicts the results obtained by BWLT and by the common approach. Note that BWLT is able to achieve similar performance for all codestreams, regardless of their layer density. Contrarily, the common approach significantly penalizes performance when few layers are available. Furthermore, in these experiments the common layer truncation leads to a flickering problem due to irregularities in quality of the transmitted frames. See in Figure 8 the decoded images of two consecutive frames of this sequence when codestreams containing 4 quality layers are used. The common layer truncation produces disturbing visual differences between the quality of consecutive frames, whereas BWLT achieves a more regular performance.
Comparison with State-of-the-Art Methods.
To compare the BWLT's performance to a state-of-the-art method, Figure 9 depicts the results when the "Portrait" and "Cafeteria" images are transcoded to codestreams with different sizes using the CoRD method introduced in [4] . CoRD proved to achieve near-optimal performance at the expense of requiring coding passes lengths, so that partial decoding of the codestream may be necessary. It is worth noting that the performance achieved by CoRD marks the maximum coding performance that can be achieved in the framework of JPEG2000 [4] . Results in Figure 9 shows that BWLT is able to achieve performance similar to that of CoRD-even when the codestream contains a single quality layer-requiring only decoding of packet headers. When the codestreams contains 4 quality layers or more, the performance achieved by BWLT is virtually the same as that of CoRD. Figure 9 also reports the performance achieved when a codestream containing an adequate layer allocation, namely, 32 quality layers logarithmically distributed in terms of bitrate, is truncated using the common approach. Results suggest that BWLT achieves performance similar to the one achieved with a codestream containing an adequate layer allocation, regardless of the layer allocation of the codestream. Same results hold for other images.
Computational Cost.
To implement BWLT in niche applications such as interactive image and video transmission, or codestream transcoding, BWLT is required to spend few computational resources. This section evaluates computational time of four methods of layer truncation. All codestreams employed in the previous experiments-that include several codestreams with different layer configurations per image-are used in this test. Results are reported as the CPU time needed to truncate the codestreams (as truncated in Section 4.1), on average for all codestreams constructed for each image. Experiments are carried out on an Intel Core 2 CPU at 2 GHz. Table 1 reports achieved results. The strategy labeled "full reencoding" decodes the full image and encodes it at the desired target bitrate. The strategy labeled "CoRD" employs the CoRD method, which requires partial decoding of the codestream. The strategy labeled "BWLT" reports results for the truncation strategy proposed in this paper. The strategy labeled "common" uses the common approach of layer truncation, which keeps the initial prefix of the layer. The operations required by BWLT are the decoding of packet headers, and the regeneration of packet headers for the truncated layer. Both operations have low computational cost. Results suggest that, commonly, the time spent by BWLT is around 5% of the time spent to re-encode the full codestream. Compared to CoRD, BWLT is more than 10 times faster. Compared to the common approach, BWLT is 2 to 3 times slower. Scenarios in which high resolution images are used, such as in remote sensing or telemedicine, the improvement of BWLT may save significant computational time. When BWLT is applied in interactive image transmission, computational time is negligible since most JPIP servers decompress packet headers to obtain the codestream's characteristics.
Conclusions
Quality scalability is achieved in JPEG2000 through the use of quality layers. Even though the definition of quality layers is a sound mechanism of JPEG2000, their practical use must take into account that codestreams containing an inadequate layer allocation may greatly penalize the coding performance.
This paper introduces a Block-Wise Layer Truncation (BWLT) strategy based on a well-known rate-distortion model and on an accurate estimation of the bitstream lengths generated for coding passes. The proposed BWLT strategy only uses the auxiliary information included in packet headers, without requiring decoding of the image. Experimental results suggest that BWLT may significantly improve the quality of decoded images, especially when few quality layers are available. To the best of our knowledge, the proposed BWLT is the only strategy of layer truncation that, with negligible computation cost, provides enhanced quality scalability to JPEG2000 codestreams achieving nearoptimal performance. Applications that can benefit from the proposed strategy are interactive image and video transmission, video streaming, transcoding of codestreams, and real-time video rendering.
